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Abstract: In his essay The Spiritual Problem of Modern Man, Jung states that ‘The
spiritual problem of modern man is one of those questions which are so much part of
the age we live in that we cannot see them in proper perspective. Modern man is an
entirely new phenomenon; a modern problem is one which has just arisen and whose
answer still lies in the future’ (Jung 1928, para. 148). During the pandemic, analytic
treatment largely moved to online platforms. I propose an examination of the
implications of video therapy for our experience and understanding of the analytic
frame and container. Through the introduction of Marina Abramović’s performance
piece entitled The Artist is Present, which took place at MoMA, New York, in 2010, I
explore some reverberations of technologically-mediated sessions. By putting
Abramović’s piece in context with some of my experiences, I draw conclusions
regarding a technologically-mediated therapeutic paradigm. Supported by writings
from authors André Sassenfeld, Tor Nørretranders and Iain McGilchrist, I introduce
the concept of ‘exformation’ and investigate different neuroscientific presets of human
perception and communication. I will ask how they might affect online therapeutic
work and our experience of an embodied versus a virtual co-presence.

Keywords: exformation, implicit and explicit knowing, mutually enfolding glances,
online therapy, relational body, transparency of the flesh, user illusion

The ability to switch to screens was undeniably a vital tool in facing the
restrictions imposed by the pandemic, turbo-charging the shift in the analytic
paradigm that was well underway before COVID-19. Therapists and patients
widely embraced the new frame for therapeutic work. Many predict that
they will continue meeting online, even when in-person sessions will be safe
again. Therapists and clients have virtually entered each other’s homes.
Analysts have met their patients’ pets, taken in their daily surroundings. In a
Washington Post article, psychotherapist Lori Gottlieb (2020) summed up
her experience: ‘Online therapy, it turns out, provides a sense of intimacy I
hadn’t anticipated’. Gottlieb was a pandemic convert to telehealth, having
long resisted the sacrifice of co-presence for the convenience of online work.
She quotes a colleague who describes screen to screen therapy as ‘doing
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therapy with a condom on’. In my own practice I noticed that while initially
everybody accepted the switch as an adaptation to an unfolding crisis,
resistances soon emerged. The possibility of being hacked, of surreptitious
listening in by family members or the government triggered feelings of
paranoia, control issues and persecutory anxieties. While those instances
were illuminating moments for the treatment, they introduced an additional
layer of suffering into what is already a challenging process, the ‘opus contra
naturam’.
The pressure to comply with the new modalities is tremendous. Many studies

attest to the viability of an online therapeutic alliance. One, published in
Clinical Psychology & Psychotherapy by Simpson et al. (2020), affirms that
‘in light of the strong evidence base for video therapy … psychotherapists do
not need to be apologetic in transitioning their clients from in person to video
therapy sessions but rather view this as an opportunity to provide a seamless
mental health care’ (p. 412). The authors refute resistance with a stern
reminder that psychotherapists need to ‘meet the challenge of using these
instruments to advance our practice’. Failure to ‘grasp the challenge of
shaping the future of psychotherapy in the context of a technology-driven
world’, will result in ceding the terrain to online ‘nonprofessionals’ and may
even ‘constitute neglect of our responsibilities as practitioners to meet the
requirements for best practice’ (p. 417).
What would Jung have made of the ‘seamless’ experience of screen sessions?

He hints at the complexity of the question when stating ‘The spiritual problem
of modern man is one of those questions which are so much part of the age we
live in that we cannot see them in proper perspective. Modern man is an entirely
new phenomenon; a modern problem is one which has just arisen and whose
answer still lies in the future’ (Jung 1928, para. 148)
Undoubtedly, the most basic aspect of the analytic experience lost to the

pandemic is embodied co-presence. In The Artist is Present, performance
artist Marina Abramović (2010) sat eye-to-eye with museumgoers, engaging
aspects of the analytic process, such as mirroring and evenly suspended
attention. What made these encounters so powerful was co-presence in the
absence of spoken language. The mere act of seeing and being seen resulted in
an upwelling of emotions. Abramović’s piece exemplified Jung’s contention
regarding the mutual influence of analyst and analysand. ‘For two
personalities to meet is like mixing two different chemical substances: if there
is any combination at all, both are transformed’ (Jung 1929, para. 163).
In ‘The body in Jung’s work: basic elements to lay the foundation for a theory

of technique’, André Sassenfeld (2008) explores questions around Jungian
analysis and the body from a relational perspective. He posits, ‘Based on the
findings of infant research and attachment theory, Beebe and Lachmann
(2002), Orbach (2004), and Sassenfeld (2007) consider what they call the
“relational body” to be a nonverbal vehicle of communication and
interaction’ (p. 2).
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Jung was interested in the mind-body connection from the get-go, as
demonstrated by the still relevant word-association test. Sassenfeld (2008)
elaborates on the various ways that the complexes identified by the test
express themselves somatically and how ‘this ascertainment is of great
utility’ (p. 3) for the clinician. He quotes Deldon A. McNeely (1987) stating
that, ‘it makes possible the recognition of the presence of a complex based
on “postural characteristics of the body as well as chronic emotional
reactions, somatic symptoms … and other physiological manifestations of
tension”’ (p. 3).
Sassenfeld (2008) differentiates between implicit and explicit knowing. He

describes implicit knowing as a form of comprehension that contains the
individual’s history but can be updated through new experiences. He
distinguishes it from explicit knowing, which is language-based and fairly
accessible by consciousness. Sassenfeld references research which
demonstrates that in-session micro-changes can be related to small
modifications of the nonverbal interaction patterns of patient and therapist
and concludes that a crucial part of therapeutic process is the making
conscious of embodied and nonverbal interaction patterns within the analytic
container. This includes not only more easily discernible enactments, but also
subtler patterns of visual contact, gestural dialogue, and bodily posture. How
is my patient sitting in the waiting room? How do they enter the office? How
do I feel in my body as I greet them? Do we make eye contact? How are they
settling into their chair, organizing their stuff? Without exchanging a word,
through a sequence of embodied action, an inner state can reveal itself, which
can then be explored. This is the session as performance piece. What happens
to that in a session that begins and ends with the click of a mouse?
Findings from a recent study at Tampere University in Finland imply that

physical co-presence is not necessary to illicit the autonomic arousal response
to eye contact (Hietanen, Peltola & Hietanen 2020). However, present day
applications do not allow for direct mutual gaze or eye contact because of
camera position. In an article for the Conversation, Norm Friesen (2020)
quotes philosopher Beata Stawarska stating, ‘In eye contact you not only
observe the eyes of another person’, but this person is also, ‘attending to your
attention while you are attending to hers’. This, as observed by philosopher
Maurice Merleau-Ponty, creates multiple levels of awareness. ‘I look at him.
He sees that I look at him. I see that he sees it. He sees that I see that he sees
it’. As a result, ‘there are no longer two consciousnesses, but two mutually
enfolding glances’. This mutual enfolding seems entirely palpable in
Abramović’s (2010) performance piece. Merleau-Ponty calls it ‘embodied
reversibility’ and at this point in time it cannot be achieved in a telehealth
setting. Just think of those moments when the image freezes or gets choppy
and the stream of the person’s voice continues to flow uninterrupted or vice
versa. The disjointedness of visual and acoustic queues is jarring, disorienting
and isolating. In the absence of embodied reciprocity, videoconference
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participants can feel surveilled, worrying how the ‘unblinking camera eye’ may
show them to others.
Gillian Isaacs Russell (2015) in Screen Relations quotes a patient, Tanya, as

saying ‘When you share physical space, even if you don’t act it out, there is
always the potential to touch, whether that means kicking or kissing’. …
‘When not in a shared space all physical potential is taken away, but the
important thing is to have the potential, not necessarily the acting out’ (p. 39).
The electronic device itself invites some reflection. Psychoanalyst Todd

Essig (2015) in his Foreword to Isaacs Russell’s (2015) book declares, ‘Both
books and screens are wonderful Cartesian devices. They let us know who
someone is by sharing their thoughts at a distance. Yet is a Cartesian device
enough for treatment?’ (p. xv).
In The User Illusion: Cutting Consciousness Down to Size, Tor

Nørretranders (1991/1998) addresses questions related to the ‘bandwidth of
consciousness’ and ‘the half second delay’ between electrically discernable
brain activity and action, known as the brain’s ‘readiness potential’ (pp. 124,
213). He asks us to consider that every second our senses take in over
11,000,000 bits of information. The most generous estimate is that we can
process 40 of them consciously, raising the question of what happens to the
rest?
Nørretranders (1991/1998) asserts that ‘Consciousness presents us with

sensory data that have already been heavily processed, but it doesn’t tell us
that …. A mass of sensory information has been discarded before conscious
awareness occurs – and this sensory information is not presented. Yet the
experience itself is based on this discarded information’ (p. 288).
Contrary to what we might assume we do not actually experience ‘raw

sensory data but a simulation of them. The simulation of our sensory
experiences is a hypothesis about reality …. What we experience directly is an
illusion …. It is this illusion that is the core of consciousness, the world
experienced in a meaningful, interpreted way’ (p. 289).
The user illusion … ‘is the picture the user has of the machine’. An example

would be the image of your computer’s desktop with its folders and trashcan.
Nørretranders (1991/1998) suggests this ‘is the simplified myth’ we have
about our device (p. 291). There is of course no trashcan tucked away in our
laptop, just enormous numbers of sequenced 0’s and 1’s. Yet, the metaphor
for deleting your files works perfectly, up to the satisfying crumpling sound,
when you permanently delete the file. It is almost as good as crumpling up the
real paper. Almost. Likewise, talking to your analyst online feels almost as
good as talking to them co-presently.
Todd Essig (2015) points out that, ‘Remote treatment is likely on an

accelerating curve leading to emotionally intelligent programs running
photo-realistic avatars totally indistinguishable from what people encounter
on their screens’ (p. xvi). A simulation within a simulation, nesting inside yet
another simulation, the analyst-interface, as ‘user illusion’.
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How then does effective communication work? Nørretranders (1991/1998)
contends that it relies on all the processed and discarded raw data, which
does not become conscious but remains implied as context. He calls this
‘explicitly discarded information exformation’ (p. 92).
Nørretranders states:

The idea of transmitting information is to cause a state of mind to arise in the
receiver’s head that is related to the state of mind of the sender by way of the
exformation referred to in the information transmitted. The idea of sending
information is that the mind of the receiver must contain some inner information
related to the exformation the sender has in his head. The information [in an
analytic context an interpretation, a question] transferred must elicit certain
associations in the receiver.

(Nørretranders 1991/1998, p. 93)

Exformation is the history of the message, information the product of that history.
Each is meaningless without the other; information without exformation is vacuous
chatter; exformation without information is not exformation but merely discarded
information.

(ibid. p. 95)

Whereas exformation is everything we do not actually say but are holding
implicitly when, or before, we say anything at all, information is the
measurable, demonstrable utterance we actually come out with.
Michael J. Bennett (2001) elaborates on Nørreatrander’s (1991/1998)

concept in The Empathic Healer: an Endangered Species?, suggesting ‘that
we, as social beings, have learned nonverbal means of communicating
exformation … that we are attuned to send and receive the full array of what
we might have communicated while in fact saying less’. This, he posits, has
‘great relevance for psychotherapy in general and empathy in particular …’
and wonders ‘if empathy can be considered the means by which exformation
is exchanged’ (p. 139).
Abramović’s (2010) one-on-one sittings are devoid of explicit information

but awash with implicit exformation. These ‘micro-sessions’, with their
engagement in mutual gaze, are a formidable illustration of what occurs in an
embodied, co-present setting.
Does exformation, then, represent the bottom line, the unconscious-to-

unconscious connection between analyst and patient from Jung’s (1946)
diagram in Psychology of the Transference? And what happens to the
transmission of exformation, all that unspoken but implied context, in a virtual
setting? Does not video-conferencing add extra layers of fragmentation,
encoding and decoding, on top of its inherent delay and potential for glitches,
to an already immensely complex process of data transmission?
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Analysts and patients report more difficulty in remembering
computer-mediated sessions. Other concerns pertain to the analytic frame and
the device itself. What does it do to the process that I can be ‘in session’ with
the click of a mouse, and sign off the same way at the end? Or whenever I
feel like it for that matter. What about the embodied transitions in and out of
the reflective space of the session? How much do they matter? What about
the capacity for reverie, tolerating silence, engaging in ‘evenly suspended/
hovering attention?’ Video-conferencing participants describe feeling intensely
focused on the screen, which is anathema to those states. All of these
considerations make for a different container than the one we have
traditionally held in mind. Yet undeniably something occurs in both situations.
What about the computer itself, which is used for so many other things, from

online shopping, work, taking or sending photos, posting or consuming social
media, to watching movies or pornography? Multiple windows can be open
simultaneously, allowing for monitoring of texts, emails, the stock market,
news headlines, all while being in session. What about the pop-up frame that
shows us an image of ourselves ‘in session?’ Russell (2015) relays that, ‘The
analyst has no way of knowing what the screen set-up of the patient is. This
can lead to both distraction and deception. One therapist found, through a
chance remark, that for the first year of treatment the patient had been
looking exclusively at himself, his own video picture blown up on the screen,
throughout every session’ (p. 131). What about dropped connections? Russell
quotes Winnicott’s comments about ‘continuity of being’ stating, ‘When there
is a breakdown in presence, the breakdown in connection for many patients is
a literal re-enactment of previous traumas’ (p. 129).
Following her MoMA project, Abramović (2016) participated in a study on

Neural Synchrony, inviting us to look at the brain. After all it is with our
brain that we developed the machine we utilize for video-conferencing and
the language we use to communicate. Telehealth puts a huge load on
language as the means of exchange of information, cutting out the non-verbal
exformation. Gerald Edelman (1989) in The Remembered Present suggests
that ‘consciousness may be seen as the haughty and restless second cousin of
morphology … and language its poorly paid secretary’ (p. 273).
In The Master and his Emissary, Iain McGilchrist (2010) delves into a

meticulous exploration of our two brain hemispheres. The following
quote, attributed to Einstein, from RSA ANIMATE: The Divided Brain
seems to presage the entire premise of McGilchrist’s endeavour – ‘The
intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We
have created a society that honours the servant but has forgotten the gift’
(McGilchrist 2011). McGilchrist investigates consequential differences of our
split brain, how they shape the way we experience and inhabit the world, and
how human history and culture have been moulded and dominated by either
of the hemispheres. Freud and Jung are credited with understanding how the
configuration of our brain shapes our experience. McGilchrist references Jung
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regarding the ancient origin, history and transmission of our brain structure.
And he says that the two hemispheres are distinguished as follows:
‘Experience is forever in motion, ramifying and unpredictable. In order for us
to know anything at all, that thing must have enduring properties. If all
things flow, and one can never step into the same river twice – Heraclitus’s
phrase is a brilliant evocation of the core reality of the right hemisphere’s
world’ (p. 30). McGilchrist, echoing Nørretranders (1991/1998), describes the
challenge as having to step back:

from the immediacy of experience, stepping outside the flow. Hence the brain has to
attend to the world in two completely different ways, and in so doing to bring two
different worlds into being. In the one, we experience – the live, complex, embodied,
world of individual, unique beings, forever in flux, a net of interdependencies, a
world with which we are deeply connected. In the other we ‘experience’ our
experience in a special way: a ‘re-presented’ version of it, containing now static,
separable, bounded, but essentially fragmented entities … on which predictions can
be based.

(McGilchrist 2010, p. 31)

In other words, the world of technology and computing. The enormous totality
of the implicitly received sensorial input gets filtered, sifted, sorted and
categorized, eventually to be represented explicitly with help of language, by
the left hemisphere.
Can we broaden our understanding of what constitutes exformation to

include the intuition of an interconnected whole that is nonverbal, implicit
and contextual and thus the domain of the right hemisphere? The left
hemisphere, in contrast does the sorting and categorizing, which eventually
gets explicitly expressed in language and concepts as information.
Exformation - the preponderance of raw data that does not get expressed
verbally - hovers in the background and is transmitted implicitly.
Consequently, McGilchrist (2010) proposes that ‘Only the right hemisphere

has the capacity to understand metaphor’ and underscores how ‘metaphoric
thinking is fundamental to our understanding of the world, because …. It is
what links language to life’ (p. 115). But if we mostly use language to
communicate our understanding of the world, we have a conundrum: to
allow the non-verbal right hemisphere to speak we have to use language, the
domain of the left hemisphere, whose way of processing experience we are
trying to circumvent. The left hemisphere, McGilchrist concludes, ‘is a
wonderful servant, but a very poor master’ (p. 437).
McGilchrist (2010) has some important observations to share about the

body. He argues that while it might seem as if we are actually overvaluing
the body through our obsessive preoccupation with fitness and healthy
lifestyles, the opposite might actually be true. He posits ‘The body has
become a thing, a thing we possess, a mechanism…. That mechanistic view
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derives from the 19th century scientific world picture, which has lingered
with us longer in biology and the life sciences than in physics. The body has
become an object in the world like other objects, as Merleau-Ponty feared’
(p. 438).
According to McGilchrist (2010), ‘the body performs like a work of art’ in

the way Merleau-Ponty proclaims ‘that we do not see works of art, but see
according to them’ … a vital process which renders them ‘transparent’. Thus,
‘we live in the world according to the body, which needs its transparency, too,
if it is to allow us to be fully alive’. This constitutes what Merleau-Ponty
called ‘the necessary transparency of the flesh’ (p. 439). McGilchrist
juxtaposes transparency of the flesh to opaqueness, suggesting that if flesh is
opaque it is literal, explicit and concretized. He uses pornography as an
example, reminding us of Gottlieb’s (2020) friend who likens ‘screen
relations’ to ‘doing therapy with a condom’. McGilchrist references Alain
Corbin’s (1988) assertion that ‘sight, the coolest of the senses’ the one most
prone to detachment and the one we rely on heavily in video sessions, ‘has
come to dominate all’ concluding, ‘Everything about the body, which in
neuropsychological terms is more … mediated by the right hemisphere than
the left, makes it a natural enemy of the left hemisphere, the hemisphere of
ideal re-presentation rather than embodied fact’. The left hemisphere heavily
favors its own creations and ‘the ultimate rebuff to that is the body’ (p. 440).
Brent Orrell (2020), in a post for the American Enterprise Institute, succinctly

summarizes what McGilchrist (2010) elucidates about the way the brain creates
our experience of world. The two hemispheres are hopelessly out of balance.
The relationally minded, insightful right hemisphere, the one that creates
exformation, the so-called ‘master’, is dominated by the more dogmatic,
linear and literal ‘servant’. This imbalance is the result of centuries of evolving
strategies of cognition that favoured the left hemisphere, our serial processor
over the right one, our parallel processor. The left hemisphere is not devoid of
emotion, but, as Orrell notes, it is noteworthy, especially in an increasingly
mediated world, that the emotion that ‘lateralizes to the left most strongly is
anger’. It seems crucial to remember that when engaging in remote analytic
work, we are using a device that is largely the product of the left hemisphere,
and when we use language, the ‘poorly paid secretary’ of consciousness, as
our main communication tool, we are further empowering the ‘servant’s’ grip
on our experiences and narratives.
The mixing of two chemical ingredients, the exchange of exformation, cannot

occur remotely. It requires co-presence of both substances. By upholding and, in
time, returning to the analytic model of co-presence, we are safeguarding the
ability to hold in mind and minimize possible interference rather than hanging
on to outdated modalities or resisting a ‘seamless’ therapeutic experience. By
moving the body out of the literalization and ‘opaqueness’ of the left
hemisphere, by engaging and acknowledging both hemispheres, analysts and
analysands are working towards ‘micro-changes’ in a process of ‘mutual
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enfolding’ and ‘embodied reversibility’. Like Abramović’s (2010) sittings with
strangers, we as analysts are engaged in a subversive action, an attempt to
restore ‘transparency to the flesh’.
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TRANSLATIONS OFABSTRACT

Dans son essai « Le Problème Spirituel de l’Homme Moderne », Jung déclare que « Le
problème spirituel de l’homme moderne est l’une de ces questions qui font tellement
partie de l’époque que l’on vit que nous ne pouvons pas les voir à partir d’une
perspective appropriée. L’homme moderne est un phénomène entièrement nouveau »
(1928, para.148). Pendant la pandémie les cures analytiques se sont largement
déplacées de la salle de consultation aux plateformes en ligne. Je propose un examen
des conséquences de la thérapie par vidéo pour notre expérience et notre
compréhension du cadre analytique et du contenant. En m’appuyant sur la
représentation de la performance de Marina Abramovic, « L’artiste est là », qui s’est
tenue au MoMa (New-York) en 2010, j’étudie certaines répercussions de séances
utilisant la médiation technologique. En mettant la performance d’Abramovic dans le
contexte de mes expériences, je tire des conclusions concernant le paradigme
thérapeutique quand cette thérapie s’appuie sur la médiation technologique. Soutenu
par les écrits d’auteurs tels qu’André Sassenfeld, Tor Norretranders et Ian McGilchrist,
je présente le concept d’ « exformation » et j’explore différents préréglages
neuroscientifiques de la perception et de la communication humaines. Je soulève la
question de comment ceux-ci peuvent affecter le travail thérapeutique en ligne et notre
expérience d’une co-présence incarnée par opposition à virtuelle.

Mots clés: thérapie en ligne, corps relationnel, savoir implicite et explicite, regards qui se
déplient mutuellement, illusion de l’utilisateur, « exformation », transparence de la chair

In seinem Aufsatz ’Das Seelenproblem des modernen Menschen’ sagt Jung: ’Das
Seelenproblem des modernen Menschen gehört zu jenen Fragen, die eben gerade
wegen ihrer Modernität unabsehbar sind. Der Moderne ist der eben gewordene
Mensch, ein modernes Problem eine Frage, die sich eben erhoben hat und deren
Antwort noch in der Zukunft liegt’ (1928, § 148). Während der Pandemie verlagerte
sich die analytische Behandlung weitgehend auf Online-Plattformen. Ich schlage eine
Untersuchung der Implikationen der Videotherapie für unsere Erfahrung und unser
Verständnis des analytischen Rahmens und Containers vor. Mit Hilfe einer Schilderung
von Marina Abramovićs Performance-Stück mit dem Titel The Artist is Present, das
2010 im MoMA, New York, stattfand, erkunde ich einige Nachwirkungen von
technisch vermittelten Sitzungen. Indem ich Abramovićs Stück mit einigen meiner
Erfahrungen in Zusammenhang setze, ziehe ich Rückschlüsse auf ein technologisch
vermitteltes therapeutisches Paradigma. Unterstützt durch Schriften der Autoren André
Sassenfeld, Tor Nørretranders und Iain McGilchrist führe ich das Konzept der
’Exformation’ ein und untersuche verschiedene neurowissenschaftliche
Voreinstellungen der menschlichen Wahrnehmung und Kommunikation. Ich werde
fragen, wie sie die therapeutische Online-Arbeit und unsere Erfahrung eines
körperlichen versus eines virtuellen Miteinanders beeinflussen könnten.

Schlüsselwörter: Online-Therapie, relationaler Körper, implizites und explizites Wissen,
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sich gegenseitig umschließende Blicke, Nutzerillusion, ‘Exformation’, Transparenz des
Fleisches

Nel suo saggio Il Problema Spirituale dell’Uomo Moderno, Jung afferma che ‘Il
problema spirituale dell’uomo moderno è una di quelle questioni che fanno così tanto
parte dell’età in cui viviamo, che non possiamo vederle propriamente in prospettiva.
L’uomo moderno è un fenomeno interamente nuovo; un problema moderno è quello
che è appena sorto e la cui risposta è ancora nel futuro’ (1928, para. 148). Durante la
pandemia, la terapia analitica si è in gran parte spostata su piattaforme online.
Propongo un esame delle implicazioni della videoterapia per la nostra esperienza e
comprensione della cornice e del contenitore analitico. Attraverso l’introduzione della
performance di Marina Abramović intitolata L’Artista è Presente, che ha avuto luogo
al MoMa, New York, nel 2010, esploro alcuni riverberi delle sessioni mediate dalla
tecnologia. Mettendo il pezzo di Abramović nel contesto di alcune delle mie
esperienze, traggo conclusioni su un paradigma terapeutico mediato dalla tecnologia.
Supportato dagli scritti degli autori André Sassenfeld, Tor Nørretranders e Iain
McGilchrist, introduco il concetto di esformazione e indago sui diversi apporti
neuroscientifici sulla percezione e sulla comunicazione umana. Chiederò come
potrebbero influenzare il lavoro terapeutico online e la nostra esperienza di una
co-presenza incarnata rispetto a quella virtuale.

Parole chiave: terapia online, corpo relazionale, conoscenza implicita ed esplicita,
sguardi reciprocamente coinvolgenti, illusione dell’utente, ‘esformazione’, trasparenza
della carne

В своем эссе «Духовная проблема современного человека» Юнг утверждает, что
«Духовная проблема современного человека - это один из тех вопросов, которые
настолько важны для эпохи, в которой мы живем, что мы не можем увидеть их в
правильной перспективе. Современный человек - совершенно новое явление;
современная проблема - это проблема, которая только что возникла, и ответ на
которую еще лежит в будущем» (1928, параграф 148). Во время пандемии
аналитическое лечение переместилось на онлайн-платформы. Я предлагаю
изучить влияние видеотерапии на наш опыт и наше понимание аналитической
рамки и контейнера. Обращаясь к перформансу Марины Абрамович под
названием «Художник присутствует», который проходил в МоМА, Нью-Йорк, в
2010 году, я исследую некоторые характеристики технологически опосредованных
сессий. Сопоставляя работу Абрамович с некоторыми из моих наблюдений, я
делаю выводы относительно технологически опосредованной терапевтической
парадигмы. При поддержке авторов Андре Сассенфельда, Тора Норретрандерса и
Иэна МакГилкриста я предлагаю концепцию «экзформации» и исследую
различные нейробиологические установки человеческого восприятия и общения.
Меня интересует их влияние на терапевтическую онлайн-работу и наш опыт
воплощенного соприсутствия в сравнении с виртуальным.

Ключевые слова: онлайн-терапия, пространство отношений, имплицитное и
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эксплицитное знание, взаимно обращенные взгляды, иллюзия пользователя,
«экзформация», прозрачность плоти

En su ensayo ‘El Problema Espiritual del Hombre Moderno’, Jung afirma que ‘El
problema espiritual del hombre moderno es una de aquellas cuestiones que forma
parte de la edad en que vivimos, en cuanto a que no podemos verla desde una correcta
perspectiva. El hombre moderno es enteramente un nuevo fenómeno; un problema
moderno es aquel que acaba de emerger y cuya respuesta yace todavía en el futuro’
(1928, para.148). Durante la pandemia, el tratamiento analítico se movió en gran
medida a plataformas virtuales. Propongo una exploración de las implicancias de la
terapia virtual en virtud de nuestra experiencia y comprensión del encuadre analítico y
del espacio contenedor. A través de la introducción de la performance titulada ‘La
Artista está Presente’, de Marina Abramovic, llevada a cabo en el MoMA, Nueva
York, en 2010, exploro algunas reverberaciones de las sesiones virtuales. Al poner la
pieza de Abramovic en contexto con algunas de mis experiencias, saco conclusiones
respecto a un paradigma terapéutico mediado por la tecnología. Basándome en los
escritos de autores como André Sassenfeld, Tor Nørretranders y Iain McGilchrist,
introduzco el concepto de ‘exformación’ e investigo diferentes programas
neurocientíficos sobre la percepción y la comunicación humana. Pregunto cómo
podrían afectar el trabajo terapéutico online y nuestra experiencia de una co-presencia
corporizada versus una co-presencia virtual.

Palabras clave: terapia online, cuerpo relacional, conocimiento implícito y explícito,
miradas mutuamente envolventes, usuario de ilusión, ‘exformación’, transparencia de
la carne

分析师作为用户的幻象:在新冠疫情时代的治疗

在荣格的论文“现代人的灵魂问题”中, 他写到“现代人的灵魂问题是众多类似问题中

的一个, 它是我们所处时代的一个重要的部分, 而我们不能以合适的视角去看待它”。
现代人是个全新的现象；现代的问题是那种刚刚浮现出来的, 而其解答仍在未来之中

(1928, 第148段)。在疫情期间, 分析性的工作大部分移到了在线平台。我建议检视视

频治疗对于我们的经验及对分析性架构和容器的意义。文章介绍了Marina Abramović
在2010年纽约现代艺术馆展出的, 名为“艺术是在场”的作品, 透过这个作品, 作者探

讨了以科技术为媒介的治疗所产生的一些反响。通过把Abramović 的作品作为背景与

我们的经历对比, 我得出一个关于科技媒介的治疗范式的结论。在André Sassenfeld、
Tor Nørretranders 和Iain McGilchrist的论述的支持下, 我引出“外信息构建”的概念, 并
探讨了人类在认知和沟通上的神经科学层面上的预设。我将会探询他们如何影响线上

的治疗工作, 以及我们作为具身同时又虚拟的共同存在如何被影响。

关键词: 线上治疗, 关系的身体, 隐含和明晰的知道, 相互环绕的瞥见, 用户幻觉, 外信息

构建, 肉体的透视

Em seu ensaio O Problema Espiritual do Homem Moderno, Jung afirma que ‘O
problema espiritual do homem modern é uma daquelas questões que fazem parte da
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época em que vivemos e que não podemos vê-las em perspectiva adequada. O homem
moderno é um fenômeno totalmente novo; um problema moderno é aquele que
acabou de surgir e cuja resposta ainda está no futuro’ (1928, parágrafo. 148). Durante
a pandemia, o tratamento analítico mudou-se em grande parte para plataformas on-
line. Proponho um exame das implicações da videoterapia para nossa experiência e
compreensão do quadro analítico e do recipiente. Através da introdução da peça de
performance de Marina Abramović intitulada, que aconteceu no MoMA, Nova York,
em 2010, exploro algumas reverberações de sessões tecnologicamente mediadas. Ao
contextualizar a peça de Abramović com algumas das minhas experiências, tiro
conclusões sobre um paradigma terapêutico mediado tecnologicamente. Apoiado por
escritos dos autores André Sassenfeld, Tor Nørretranders e Iain McGilchrist, introduzo
o conceito de "exformação" e investigo diferentes predefinições neurocientíficas da
percepção e comunicação humanas. Perguntarei como eles podem afetar o trabalho
terapêutico on-line e nossa experiência de uma copresença incorporada versus virtual.

Palavras-chave: terapia on-line, corpo relacional, conhecimento implícito e explícito,
olhares mutuamente envolventes, ilusão do usuário, ‘exformação’, transparência da
carne
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